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When I look back it sometimes seems as if it all happened
to somebody else, which in a sense it did: I left behind the
me that was there, the me that did all those things, long ago.
Perhaps that other self is still out there, somewhere across
that impossible distance of space and time, perhaps she even
thinks of me, here, on this alien beach, under a sky so full of
stars that even the night shines, or perhaps she is gone, swept
away like all the others. All I know is that sometimes, when
I dream, I feel like all those other versions of me I have left
scattered across the stars are moving just out of reach, as if
we are remembering each other back into being.
There was a time when I used to worry about who I was,
about whether I was real any more, or whether I was simply
a copy of a copy. In those moments it was difficult to know
whether I was her, whether she was me. But perhaps I was
asking the wrong question. Perhaps nobody ever feels real.

Perhaps we all fall through life looking for those instants of
connection that anchor us. Perhaps who we are is never set
but a process of becoming, in which we invent ourselves over
and over again.
I once thought love was about giving yourself over to
something, about losing yourself. Yet I’ve done that, lost
myself in something larger, and it’s not like love. Love is not
about losing your self but about finding it, about allowing
somebody else to know you, and even when you’re in it, in
that place where it’s difficult to know where you end and
they begin, when all you want is to lose yourself in the thing
you’re making together, you know you will find your way
back, that they will lead you. Love isn’t about surrendering
yourself. It’s about being connected, through space and
time, to others who know you, and care for you, and will
help you be.
Sometimes those connections are ones we make every
day, worn smooth by proximity. Sometimes they are more
distant, connections of memory that bind us to those we
have left behind. Yet either way we are all caught in a web
of connection to the living and the dead and the yet-to-be
born, a web of memory and forgetting that connects past to
present to future, in which each of us is forever becoming and
passing away. This is what makes us real, even if, as I have, we
travel so far we leave almost all of it behind. And at the same
time we are made real by the fact we too will pass in time.
I know this because I have been both. I have been part of a
whole, spread across space, stretching endlessly back through
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time and on, onto the horizon of the future, and I have been
alone, or thought myself alone, only to discover I am still
connected, that I bear them in me, and always will, just as
they will bear me in them, onward, into the light.
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I was at the bike racks outside school when my stepmother
Vanessa messaged me.
Gracie has wandered off again.
At first I considered ignoring her: it was already after
five and I’d had a crappy day. But I knew she’d just keep
messaging if I didn’t reply.
Not in her room?
Not in house.
I buckled my helmet and yanked my bike from the rack
while I thought about what to do.
OK. Will find her.
As I accelerated down the drive toward the school gates
I imagined how satisfying it would be to just ignore
Vanessa’s request. For as long as I could remember she’d
treated me like an unpaid nanny or live-in babysitter, able
to be called on to look after Gracie whenever she was busy

or she and my stepfather Tim needed help. But no matter
how much I did, it was never quite enough to be treated
like one of the family: in Vanessa’s eyes I was always an
outsider, an inconvenience.
It had been particularly bad since Caspar was born, but
the truth was Vanessa and I had never really clicked. Even
when Dad was still around she’d always spoken to me with
the false brightness people use to stop themselves having to
actually talk to kids. To be fair, she was a bit like that with
Gracie and Caspar as well, but it was different with them:
even if she talked to them in her prattling baby voice, she
was still their mother, and there was never any question she
loved them.
Outside the school I turned left down a side road.
Although the back way took longer, most days for the past
few weeks there had been roadblocks and random scanning
stations set up on the main road, which were at best a hassle
and sometimes worse. A few days earlier Quarantine had
pulled a black-clad woman out of the line in front of me,
dragging her away while her husband shouted desperately
and their two kids bawled, an experience I wasn’t in a hurry
to repeat.
The afternoon sun was hot on my back and shoulders as
I cranked up the hill, Adelaide spread out across the plain
below. I knew where Gracie was, of course: she had always
loved the patch of bush at the end of our street, and was never
happier playing by the old dam that lay a little further down
the hill. She was unusual like that: most people, even kids,
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were so paranoid about contamination they avoided places
where plants grew wild, but for Gracie such places had always
held a special fascination.
Still, I was a little surprised she’d snuck off. When I’d left
home she’d been complaining she didn’t feel well. I didn’t
know what had happened after that but it was clear Vanessa
had agreed to let her stay home. It struck me as odd, because
although she was still in her first year, Gracie liked school
and wouldn’t usually have stayed home unless she really was
sick. Yet somehow she had recovered enough to slip out by
the afternoon, which suggested she hadn’t been all that sick
to start with.
It was quiet as I bumped my bike down the track toward
the dam. Stopping by the water I laid my bike down under
one of the trees and called her name, but there was no reply.
I glanced around, beginning to wonder whether I was
mistaken and she was somewhere else entirely, but just as I
was drawing breath to call out again I spotted her beneath
an old gum on the far side of the dam.
I walked toward her slowly. She had her back to me,
and was immersed in some kind of game. In one hand she
was clutching her Bunny, his bedraggled fur even dirtier
than normal, in the other a small stone she seemed to be
explaining something to Bunny about.
She was so absorbed she didn’t notice me, not even when
I stopped on the bank just behind her, and stood, smiling.
Although I loved watching her grow, there were times I
wished she could stay like this forever.
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‘Jeez, Gracie,’ I said at last. ‘Vanessa said you snuck out
without telling her.’
She turned with a start and stared up at me, the expression
on her face telling me what I already suspected: she’d been
unhappy in some way. That wasn’t surprising: in the months
since Caspar had been born Vanessa hadn’t found much time
to be with Gracie or to give her the attention she needed.
She looked down again. ‘Sorry,’ she said in a small voice.
I sat down next to her and brushed a curl off her face.
‘It’s okay,’ I said. ‘Are you feeling better?’
She shrugged and I smiled despite myself. Growing up
without Dad, with only the two of us, had made it difficult
for me to stay angry with her.
‘I suppose.’
‘What was it? An allergy to school?’
Gracie gave me a look, and poked her stick into the
ground. ‘I dunno,’ she said. ‘I feel weird.’
‘Definitely a case of school allergy then,’ I said. ‘Probably
terminal.’
She pulled away from me, pretending to be annoyed.
I touched her forehead. Even in the heat it felt surprisingly
warm.
‘Have you got a fever?’
She shrugged.
‘Here,’ I said, standing her up so I could look at her. ‘Stick
out your tongue.’
As she stuck out her tongue she closed her eyes, and all at
once I felt a fierce love for her. It wasn’t fair she should miss
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out because of Caspar. Gracie deserved better than to be
a second choice, the leftover from Vanessa’s first marriage.
I took a deep breath.
‘Throat looks all right,’ I said, then poked her in the
tummy so she doubled over, laughing. ‘What about these
dirty hands?’
As I spoke I turned her hands over in mine, thinking to
tickle her, but as I did I caught sight of the underside of her
arm and froze.
She stopped laughing and looked at me.
‘What?’ she asked, still smiling.
I didn’t answer.
‘What?’ she asked again, and this time I managed to tear
my eyes away from her arm and look at her.
‘It’s nothing,’ I said weakly. ‘I just remembered something.’
‘Remembered what?’
‘It doesn’t matter,’ I said, standing up. ‘Come on. We have
to get home.’
Vanessa was waiting by the door as I approached, Gracie
beside me. The lights were on, and through the doorway I
could see the screen was on and hear Caspar howling in his
room.
‘Oh thank God,’ she said, stepping down and coming
towards us. ‘Is she all right?’
‘She’s fine,’ I said, more sharply than I intended. ‘Just
tired.’
Vanessa smoothed Gracie’s hair away to look at her face.
I tensed, willing myself not to knock her hand away.
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‘Where was she?’
I glanced over my shoulder. ‘Down by the dam.’
Vanessa was about to say something when the intensity
of Caspar’s howling shifted up a notch.
‘Don’t worry,’ I said. ‘I’ll get her to bed.’
‘Doesn’t she want dinner?’
I looked at Gracie, who shrugged. ‘I’m not hungry.’
Vanessa nodded. ‘Thanks, Callie,’ she said.
I watched her disappear up the hall into Caspar’s room.
When I was sure she was gone I picked Gracie up and carried
her up the stairs to our bedroom. As usual its low-ceilinged
space was hot and airless, the windows sealed against the
outside. I pushed the door shut with my back and sat Gracie
on the side of the bed. Working quickly I drew her dress
over her head and wriggled her into her nightie. She didn’t
resist, not even when I laid her down on the bed and drew
the sheet up over her.
‘You okay?’ I asked, and she nodded. I touched her cheek
and sat back on my bed.
‘Goodnight, Callie,’ she said, looking at me over her sheet.
‘Goodnight, Gracie,’ I replied.
I leaned back against the wall, watching her. And
only when her breathing had slowed, and I knew she was
asleep, did I look up and, fighting back tears, let out a long,
juddering sigh.
Because Gracie had begun to Change.
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It was after nine before I heard Tim arrive home. Caspar
had finally stopped crying and Vanessa was in the kitchen.
On her bed Gracie was asleep, her back turned to me.
From where I sat the slight phosphor on her arms and legs
was hidden, yet I knew it was there, and it terrified me. When
she was younger I would lie next to her as she slept just so
I could feel connected to her, connected to anybody. Now I
was almost afraid to go near her.
I didn’t know where she had been infected, or when.
Perhaps it had been a spore borne south on the wind from
the Zone, perhaps there was an outbreak of Changed plants
somewhere nearby, growing wild by a roadside or under a
house: despite Quarantine’s efforts Changed biology was
everywhere. What I did know was what would happen next.
As the Change took hold of her the soft glow dusting on her
skin would spread, gradually covering her hands and face

and scattering motes in her eyes, until they turned gold and
green, light moving within them as it does in those of a cat.
Yet the phosphor was only the outward sign of another,
more profound metamorphosis. For as the Change spread
through her system it was bonding with her at a cellular
level, rewriting her DNA, transforming her so she was no
longer human.
How long this process took depended on the individual:
sometimes it would be over in a matter of days, sometimes
it might take weeks. But when it was complete Gracie would
be gone. For as the Change remade her body it was also
altering her mind, meaning that as she Changed Gracie
would begin to disappear, her memories, her intellect, her
very self supplanted by something else, something alien and
unknowable. Something Other.
In the ten years since the Change arrived so many had
been infected it was impossible to keep track of the true
numbers of those lost or taken by Quarantine. Every week
another empty seat at school, another teacher missing,
another house left abandoned or child found wandering
without their parents. Every week another face pinned to
the walls where people placed pictures of the vanished
in the hope somebody might know what had happened
to them.
In this I was lucky, I suppose. Five years earlier, when my
father Changed, I had been there when Quarantine came, had
seen them take him, so I knew what had happened to him,
even if the thought of his absence still ached inside of me.
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Yet when I looked at Gracie I could hardly believe it was
happening again, that I was going to lose her as well. Who
was I without her?
I knew I had to turn her in, and that even if I didn’t, as soon
as Vanessa or Tim noticed the symptoms they would have
no choice but to do it themselves. Yet still there was a part of
me that kept hoping I’d made some kind of mistake, or that
somehow it would be different with Gracie and she wouldn’t
Change, or wouldn’t Change completely, or that I might be
able to convince Vanessa and Tim to keep her here or hide her.
Anything that meant this wasn’t what I knew it was.
But I also knew these fantasies were ridiculous. The
penalties for not immediately reporting the Changed were
huge; I could be arrested for helping Gracie, or hiding her, I
could even be arrested for having brought her home instead
of calling Quarantine as soon as I noticed the symptoms
of the Change. I couldn’t even start reading about it online
without attracting the attention of one of Quarantine’s
snooper systems.
Outside the wind was getting up and I could hear the trees
shifting about; downstairs Tim and Vanessa were moving
around, probably getting ready for bed. Across the room
Gracie was snoring softly, the sound so weirdly normal it
was hard to believe it might be the last time I heard it, that
this might be the last time we were together. The thought
was so terrible I went and sat down beside her. This close
she looked like she always did, her dark hair messy, her face
dusted with freckles. Reaching out I touched her cheek, felt
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the warmth of her, then, slipping in beside her, I pressed my
face into her neck. And as I did something in me snapped,
and tears came, sudden and unexpected.

I woke early. Beside me Gracie was still asleep, her face
turned away toward the wall. I touched her forehead. She
was warm, slightly feverish. Lifting her sleeve I looked at the
underside of her arm and saw the shimmer of the Change.
The knowledge it was real settling like a dead weight on my
chest.
Pulling on a T-shirt and shorts I looked out the door.
I couldn’t risk going to the shower in case Gracie woke up
and Vanessa came in and dressed her. There was movement behind me. Turning I found Gracie sitting on the bed
watching me. I tried to smile.
‘Hey, Gracie,’ I said. She made a face.
‘I’m hot,’ she said.
I nodded. ‘I know, sweetie.’
‘Where’s Mummy?’
I glanced at the door. ‘She’s busy with Caspar. I thought
we might go somewhere today though.’
‘What about school?’
I shrugged. ‘I thought we’d have a day off.’
Gracie stared at me in her serious way. I thought she was
going to object, but then she just nodded. ‘Okay.’
I really don’t know what I was planning to do. I think I
thought that if we got away for the day I might come up with
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a plan, or something miraculous might happen, that Gracie
might suddenly get better. But there was another part of me
that simply wanted one more day with her before they took
her away from me, a day when we could be together, a day
when she was happy.
Tim was in the shower and Vanessa was with Caspar in
his room, so I sat Gracie at the table and put her breakfast in
front of her. The glimmer of the Change didn’t seem to have
worsened overnight, so it was unlikely anybody would notice
anything as long as I kept her dress done up.
Most kids are difficult about food, but Gracie was never
like that. There were things she ate and things she didn’t,
and if you offered her something she hadn’t tried before she
would look at it seriously, taste it and either continue or put it
aside. Drama just wasn’t her thing, which was good, because
it meant that by the time Vanessa appeared with Caspar on
her hip, Gracie was eating quietly.
Vanessa kissed Gracie on the head, but Gracie, focused
on her breakfast, didn’t look up.
‘She’s feeling better?’ Vanessa asked me.
‘I think so,’ I said, a little too quickly.
‘Good,’ Vanessa said.
‘How’s Caspar?’ I asked, aware even as I spoke that I
sounded uncomfortable.
Vanessa glanced at me. She looked exhausted, her face
haggard with lack of sleep. ‘Fine,’ she said, but before she
could say anything else Tim appeared in the doorway.
‘Have you seen my blue shirt?’ he asked.
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Vanessa looked around. ‘Have you tried the laundry?’
‘It’s not there.’
Vanessa shook her head. ‘Hang on,’ she said, pushing past
him.
As if noticing me for the first time, Tim nodded in my
direction. ‘Hi, Callie,’ he said, before turning to follow her.
Opposite me Gracie had almost finished her breakfast.
‘Come on,’ I said, taking her hand. ‘Let’s go.’
Although it was still cool in the shade you could smell the
approaching heat in the air. Two houses along the Ayres kids
were coming down their drive. I stopped for a few seconds to
let them get ahead of us, then pulled Gracie in the opposite
direction.
‘Come on,’ I said.
We made our way quickly toward the trees at the end of the
street. As we passed the old playground that stood beside the
last house Gracie hesitated. ‘I want to play for a while,’ she said.
‘Not now,’ I said. ‘We need to keep moving.’
‘Why?’
I glanced back up the street. Tim would be leaving for
work soon and I didn’t want him to catch us standing here.
‘Just because.’
The street followed the line of the hill, and at its end,
where it met the bush, two paths ran off in different directions. The first headed upward and back along the rear
fences of the houses along our side of the street, the other
downward, through a line of trees toward the dam where
I had found Gracie the day before. We took the second,
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winding out around the side of the dam, and then on, beside
the creek.
I knew this path well. For the first year or so after Dad
Changed I stayed with Vanessa in the house where Dad and
I had lived before he met her. It was the only house I had
ever known, and although after Mum died it was just me
and Dad, it was home. Once he was gone it was different,
yet somehow being there still helped. But when Vanessa met
Tim they wanted somewhere new, somewhere that wasn’t the
place Vanessa had shared with Dad and wasn’t so close to
the city and the refugee camps, and so they moved up here,
into the hills.
At first I hated it, hated everything about it: the heat, the
quiet, the other kids. I was so angry I couldn’t see that what
I really hated was leaving our other house, and life without
Dad. If it hadn’t been for Gracie, who was little more than
a baby then, I think I would have run away, gone into the
city or to one of the camps. Anywhere but here. But I knew
I couldn’t leave Gracie, so instead I began to escape out into
the bush whenever I could. A kilometre or so along the track
the creek drained into a concrete culvert, and I used to sit
on the side and look at the water as it trickled by.
Then one day, a few months after we moved here, I had an
argument with Vanessa. I don’t remember what it was about,
but whatever it was it was enough to send me running out of
the house and down toward the creek. I wanted to be alone,
but more than that I needed to be in motion, to lose myself in
the ache of my muscles, the burning of my breath in my chest.
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I must have run for half an hour or even longer, my feet
slipping on the loose ground as I pelted through the trees
and the bushes that grew along the line of the creek, until
eventually the land began to flatten out, the bush giving way
to the back fence of a house. It was small, built out of orange
bricks with a red tiled roof, and although the fence was still
standing I could see from the long grass and broken furniture in the backyard that it was unoccupied.
I was old enough to know it wasn’t safe to go poking
through abandoned houses, but as I stood looking at the yard
choked with weeds and the back door that stood half open,
something came over me, and with sudden determination I
clambered over the fence and crossed the yard to the house.
Inside it was dark, the air thick with the smell of mould
and decay. Looking around I could see I wasn’t the first
person to come here: the shelves had been stripped and
somebody had sprayed Die Die Die on one of the walls in
black paint. But despite that there were still signs of the
people who had once lived here. On one wall hung a row of
framed photos; images of a family, a mother, a father, two
children. They weren’t doing anything special – in one a boy
stood on the pedals of a bike, his face turned to the camera as
he pulled a face; in another they sat in a line on a beach – yet
I was struck by the wastefulness of it all. Where were they
now? Were any of them alive? Had they Changed? Or had
something else happened to them, something worse? I saw a
chair and, suddenly furious, I kicked at it, then I picked up a
book and threw it, then another, before finally grabbing the
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shelf and tipping it over. Only when I was done did I realise
I was crying.
I still don’t know what set me off that day, whether it was
the fight with Vanessa or feeling like I’d lost my home, or
simply the fact that Dad was gone, but afterwards, as I made
my way back, I understood I’d come to the end of something,
and if I was going to keep going I needed to let go.
In the three years since then I’d got good at keeping
everything I felt hidden away. But now, with Gracie, I wasn’t
sure I could manage it any longer, wasn’t sure what I’d do if
they took her as well.
By the time we reached the creek Gracie was walking
ahead of me. She loved it down here, loved the quiet and the
space. Where most people saw a wasteland she saw a place
filled with wonders: frogs and lizards, fish, even wallabies and kangaroos and the occasional fox. Sometimes I
thought Gracie must have some sort of psychic connection
to the landscape; certainly I’d never known another kid
who was better at finding things, at spotting nesting birds
or animals poised so still anybody else would have missed
them.
Ordinarily I tried to guide her when we were down here,
keep her moving on some semblance of the path I needed
her to be on, but today I didn’t try. Instead I just let her go
where she pleased. When she was walking she was quiet, lost
in whatever it was she was doing, and although I was busting
to talk to her I was afraid of what might happen if I tried to
talk, and so I just kept my mouth shut.
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Finally, as lunchtime approached, we stopped in the shade
of a pair of bushes. It was hot, and as we sat down Gracie
took my water bottle and drank. And when she was done
she picked up her Bunny.
‘I’m sick, aren’t I?’ she asked.
I looked at her, shocked. When I didn’t answer she pulled
her sleeve up, revealing the shimmer of the Change on her
skin.
‘Will they take me away, like Daddy?’
I hesitated, fighting back tears. Then I nodded slowly.
‘What will happen to me?’
‘I don’t know,’ I lied.
‘Will they hurt me?’
I shook my head. ‘No,’ I said, hating myself for the ease
with which I deceived her. ‘Of course not.’
‘Will I be allowed to see you?’ she asked.
I shook my head. ‘No,’ I said in a small, strangled voice.
Gracie nodded. ‘Will Daddy be there when I get there?’
‘I don’t think so,’ I said. ‘But perhaps.’
She looked down at the ground. ‘I’m scared.’
‘Oh, sweetie,’ I said in a rush, pulling her toward me.
‘I know,’ I said. ‘So am I.’

It was almost four by the time we arrived back at the road.
Gracie was tired, and although she was heavy I carried her
up the hill to our street, so I was hot and my arms and legs
ached. As we reached the playground William and Lizzie
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Yeung came hurrying toward us. William and Lizzie were
the heads of the local Citizen Safety group and I could tell
from the gun on William’s belt something was up.
‘Callie!’ Lizzie called as they approached. ‘Thank God.’
‘What?’ I asked.
‘We’ve been trying to ping you all afternoon.’
‘I’ve had my phone off,’ I said. ‘What’s going on?’
‘A group of men broke into the Hamers’ and attacked
them,’ William said. ‘We think they’re still nearby. Here,’ he
said. ‘Give me Gracie.’
As he spoke he reached out and took hold of Gracie.
Startled, I pulled away.
‘No!’ I said, my voice louder than I had meant it to be.
William hesitated, his hands still on Gracie. Lizzie stepped
closer. ‘Come on,’ she said, ‘we have to go.’
We were walking next to each other now, Gracie between
us. I pulled on her arm, trying to free her, but William didn’t
let go, and Gracie let out a cry.
William released his grip, but as he did I saw him
glance downward and catch the underside of Gracie’s arm
protruding from her sleeve.
He stopped dead, his eyes locked on Gracie’s arm. Then
he looked up at me.
‘What?’ Lizzie began to ask, but then her voice trailed
away. ‘Oh no,’ she said, her words barely audible.
‘Please,’ I said, but neither of them answered, they just
stood, staring at me.
‘What do we do?’ Lizzie said.
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For a few seconds William didn’t speak, then he shook his
head. ‘I’m sorry, Callie,’ he said, taking hold of Gracie again.
This time I didn’t resist.
‘Call Quarantine,’ he said. ‘I’ll tell Vanessa and Tim.’
Lizzie had gone pale.
‘No,’ I said, ‘I can take her.’ As I spoke Gracie gave a cry
and reached out to me.
William backed away with Gracie in his arms. ‘You’ve
done enough already,’ he said, his voice telling me he was
hating every second of this.
I chased him up the slope, pleading with him to let her go.
When we were halfway up Tim and Vanessa appeared at the
door above us. Vanessa was rocking Caspar gently in her arms.
‘Gracie!’ she shouted, pushing past Tim and hurrying
toward us. But before she reached him William turned aside.
Vanessa stopped, confused.
‘What is it?’ she asked. ‘What’s wrong?’
William didn’t answer, just stood, Gracie in his arms,
staring at Vanessa.
‘William?’ Vanessa said. ‘Lizzie?’
‘Vanessa,’ William said. ‘Take Caspar inside.’
Vanessa shook her head. ‘I don’t understand . . .’ But as
she spoke I saw Tim had realised something was very wrong.
‘Do as he says,’ he said.
‘No,’ Vanessa said. ‘Not until I know what’s going on.’
In her arms Caspar had begun to scream.
‘Please, Vanessa,’ Tim began, but before he could finish
Vanessa saw Gracie’s arm.
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‘No,’ she said, starting toward William and Gracie.
‘Gracie!’
Tim grabbed her arm. ‘Vanessa! Stop!’ Still clutching
Caspar to her chest, Vanessa let Tim draw her back. Lizzie
placed a hand on her shoulder and leaned in, saying something I couldn’t hear. At first Vanessa shook her head, but
then Lizzie put an arm around her and with a small nod
Vanessa allowed herself to be ushered back into the house.
‘We’ve got to get her inside until Quarantine arrive,’
William said. ‘It’s not safe out here.’
Tim didn’t answer immediately, just stood, staring at
Gracie.
‘Tim?’ William said.
‘Are you certain?’ Tim asked. ‘It’s not a mistake?’
‘No,’ William said. ‘And even if it is, Quarantine can sort
it out. For now we need to get her somewhere safe.’
Tim nodded. ‘Bring her inside and put her in her room.’
Above us Lizzie had reappeared at the door. ‘Take Callie
to our place,’ he said as she came toward us. ‘She can wait
there.’
‘No,’ I said. ‘I want to be with Gracie.’
‘I don’t think that’s a good idea,’ William said.
‘Please,’ I said, my voice rising. ‘I have to!’
Lizzie took my arm, her grip firm. ‘Stop this, Callie,’ she
said. ‘There’s nothing you can do.’
‘No,’ I said, shaking my head. ‘They can’t take her. It’s
not fair! It’s not fair.’ But even as I said it something in me
yielded to Lizzie’s grip, to her attempt to pull me away.
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The last thing I saw was William watching me, his face not
hard, or angry, but sad.

Lizzie sat me down on the couch. I hadn’t been in her and
William’s house before and I couldn’t help but notice how
temporary it seemed, furniture strewn here and there, boxes
in the corners. I suppose it shouldn’t have surprised me: after
all, so many people were on the move, running from the
Change or trying to forget people they had lost.
Lizzie disappeared into the kitchen and returned with
a glass of water. ‘Here,’ she said, handing it to me, careful
to keep her distance. There was no reason to think I was
infected as well, and even if I was I wouldn’t be infectious, but
that didn’t change how jumpy people got whenever there was
an outbreak. I took the glass without speaking. She looked
down at me with what I suppose was compassion.
‘I need to know I can trust you not to do anything stupid
if I leave you here.’
I nodded. ‘Okay.’
‘Are you certain? We’ve got trouble outside and I need to
be there.’
‘Whatever you say,’ I said, more sharply this time.
Lizzie stood watching me. ‘Good,’ she said, then turned
back to the door.
‘And Callie?’
‘What?’
‘I can’t imagine what you’re going through.’
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Once she was gone I sat on the couch for a long time. I’d
known since I saw the signs of the Change yesterday afternoon that this was how it would end, but now I was here it
seemed impossible to bear. Nobody liked to talk about it but
we all knew what happened to the people Quarantine took.
When it wasn’t us, when it wasn’t somebody we knew, somebody we loved, it was possible not to think about it, or to tell
ourselves it was what we needed to do to survive, but now it
was Gracie I wasn’t sure I believed that any more.
Outside somebody shouted William’s name, the sound
jolting me back into the moment. Because we were a little
way out of the city we didn’t tend to get too much trouble,
but most weeks there was some kind of break-in or incident. Usually they were just people from up north looking
for somewhere to sleep or something to eat, but sometimes
they got ugly. I knew Tim thought we needed to be harder
about it all, that a few shots in the air never hurt, so I was
glad he wasn’t out there tonight. After a while I realised I was
still holding my glass; leaning over I put it down, but as I did
I received a call. I picked up and Vanessa started speaking
without even drawing breath.
‘When did it happen, Callie? When did you notice?’
‘Yesterday,’ I said.
‘And you let her stay here? With Caspar?’
I didn’t answer.
‘He could have caught it.’
‘It’s not contagious, not like that. You know that.’
‘Perhaps not in adults, but who knows with babies. And
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anyway, what if Quarantine found out? We could have been
arrested.’ She paused.
‘Is she still there?’ I asked abruptly. ‘Is she okay?’
‘Yes,’ Vanessa said, her voice faltering. ‘Yes. Oh God,
Callie, they’re going to take her away.’
I nodded, tears coming again. ‘I want to see her.’
She sniffed. ‘No,’ she said. ‘It’s not safe.’
‘Please. I have to,’ I said, but before I could continue Tim’s
voice appeared on the line. ‘Just stay there, Callie,’ he said.
‘There’s nothing to be done.’
Then the line went dead and I was alone.

The thing they don’t tell you about grief is that no matter how
bad the shock is, the part that comes afterwards, when you
face the idea of life without the person you have lost, is worse,
because it’s then that you’re most alone. Sometimes I think
that time never ends, that you’re never without that empty
space inside you, but either way, I’m not sure I could have
made it through the weeks and months after Dad Changed
if it hadn’t been for Claire.
Claire was my father’s oldest friend. They had met when
he first came to Australia from Nigeria to do his doctorate,
and at first both had simply been pleased to discover somebody with similar interests, and a shared fascination with
speculative biology. But over the years they had become
friends, then colleagues, and even, for a year or two when
I was five or six, lovers. That hadn’t worked out but they
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had, perhaps surprisingly, remained close, even after he met
Vanessa. Losing Dad must have been hard for Claire as well,
but she never showed it. Right from the beginning she kept
dropping in, helping me get to school, doing what needed
to be done.
What was great about Claire was the fact she didn’t seem
to think I was crazy for being so angry, or for not wanting
to accept he was gone. ‘It isn’t fair,’ she said. ‘Any of it. Not
for you, not for him, not for anyone.’
One day I asked her something. We’d been somewhere
together – the park, I think – and we were walking back to
Vanessa’s apartment. ‘Why couldn’t we have just gone somewhere and hidden?’ I asked.
Claire touched my head, smoothing down my hair.
‘Because they’d find you,’ she said.
‘No matter where we went?’
She nodded, and then she looked away. One of the other
things I liked about Claire was the way she treated me like
an equal instead of a kid.
Sensing her hesitation I looked up. ‘So there is somewhere
we could have gone?’
She looked at me. ‘Some people run, Callie, try to make
it to the Zone.’
It wasn’t the first time I’d heard of people running,
heading north toward the Exclusion Zone that lay beyond
what was once the Queensland border in an attempt to escape
capture. It made sense, after all; although the exclusion zones
that circled the world’s equatorial and sub-tropical regions
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had been established to keep the rest of us safe by containing
the Change, isolating its biology from the rest of the planet,
they also offered a place of potential refuge.
‘Would he have been safe there?’
Claire shook her head. ‘I don’t know.’
‘Then why do it?’
She shrugged. ‘Because Quarantine won’t follow you
there. Because it’s better than being dead. Because when
you’ve got no other options even the worst option begins to
look good.’
Seated there on William and Lizzie’s couch I found myself
remembering Claire’s words. And as I did I knew what I had
to do.
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Dusk was gathering as I slipped out the back door of William
and Lizzie’s house, the sky fading toward dark. Their backyard was as temporary as the inside, a pair of bikes leaning
against the building, a disused barbecue by the wall, a few
boxes piled under the eaves.
Standing there it was difficult not to be struck by how quiet
it was. Normally at this time of night you would hear some of
the kids in the street shouting, sometimes the sound of music
or a screen, but tonight there was nothing. Keeping low, I
headed down the side of the house toward the street, relieved
to see that William and Lizzie and the others were gone, no
doubt looking for whoever had broken into the Hamers’.
I didn’t really have a plan, all I knew was that I had to get
Gracie somewhere safe before Quarantine arrived. I looked
up at the sky: overhead a few stars were already visible against
the high cloud, and a point of light moved quickly, a satellite,

or perhaps the old space station Janus. There was still too
much light for me to risk the street, so, moving quickly and
quietly, I went back up the side and ran down the path by
the back fences.
When I reached the back fence I leaned against it and
took a breath, attempting to prepare myself for what was to
come. Images of what might go wrong kept going through
my mind. What if Tim caught me and tried to stop me?
What if Quarantine turned up as I was trying to get away?
The whole idea was crazy, I knew that.
I slipped quietly past the back of the garage and over
to the doors that opened onto the patio. Inside I could see
Vanessa seated at the table, Tim beside her. Although her
face was turned away from me, I could tell she was weeping,
that he was comforting her; as I watched he said something
and her shoulders convulsed. I willed myself to breathe, to
be calm, then, hoping neither of them happened to glance
around, I shot past the sliding doors to the far side of the
house and the laundry door.
There wasn’t much up here: the spare water tank, a hose,
and a space for drying clothes. During the daytime, when
Vanessa was in and out all the time with washing for Caspar,
the door was usually unlocked, and as I turned the handle I
was relieved to find it was unlocked now.
The house was quiet save for the sound of Caspar
humming to himself out the back. Did any of this mean
anything to him, I wondered. Would he even remember
Gracie and me? Probably not, probably we’d just be a story,
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an absence he accepted as he grew older. He yipped suddenly;
I felt tears well up and fought them down.
Taking a deep breath to steady myself I headed up the
stairs, careful to step over the step that squeaked. The
bedroom door was closed; I turned the handle slowly and
pushed it open.
I don’t know what I expected to find. I think perhaps I
thought it would have been pulled apart or stripped in some
way, but other than the fact the light was off, it looked pretty
much as it had when I’d left this morning, except that Gracie
was lying on my bed.
Gracie didn’t move as I entered, so at first I thought she
was asleep. But as I closed the door behind me she sat up and
I felt something twist inside.
She was still wearing the same dress, and here in the halflight I could see the phosphor of the Change on the skin
of her arms and neck, shimmering like the luminescence
of plankton in the summer ocean. But it was her eyes that
made me fall still, because as she looked at me I saw motes
of light flare inside them, the colours deep and shifting, like
the flash of opal. I stood, staring, frozen to the spot until she
said my name, and kneeling down in front of her I put my
finger to my lips.
‘We have to go,’ I said in a whisper. ‘Quickly.’
‘Where?’
‘Away,’ I said. ‘Somewhere you’ll be safe.’ I stood up and
grabbed my rucksack, started stuffing a few bits of clothing
into it.
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‘What about Mummy?’
I dropped onto my bed and, reaching behind it, pulled out
the tin in which I kept the odd bits of cash I had managed
to save. Trying not to think about how little there was, I
pushed the notes and coins into the pocket of my jeans. ‘Not
Mummy. Just us.’
‘But you’ll get in trouble,’ she said.
I knelt down and pulled on her shoes. ‘That doesn’t
matter. All that matters is that I get you somewhere safe.’
Seeing Bunny on the bed next to her I picked him up and
stuffed him in the bag as well. Gracie began to protest but I
shook my head. ‘No. You can have him when we get there.
Now come on. We have to get out of here.’
Opening the door I looked out into the hall. Downstairs I
could hear Caspar howling. I ushered Gracie out and closed
the door behind us as quietly as I could, then motioned to
her to follow me.
We made it down the stairs easily enough, but as we
reached the bottom I heard Vanessa say something and
glimpsed her with her back to us in the kitchen. For now
she couldn’t see us, but if she turned she had a clear line of
vision to the laundry door. Tim was nowhere to be seen.
Lifting a hand I gestured to Gracie to stay silent. Vanessa
was bouncing Caspar in her arms, trying to settle him, and
although she was occupied I knew she could turn around at
any second. And then an even worse thought occurred to
me. What if she decided to go upstairs? Taking a breath I told
myself we couldn’t wait any longer, and grabbing Gracie’s
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hand I pulled her down the hall toward the laundry door
and dropped back against the wall beside it, just out of view
of the kitchen.
For a moment or two I just stood there, my breath
coming in long juddering gulps. Next to me Gracie was
silent; glancing down I squeezed her hand then shifted
forward slightly to look back down the hall. In the kitchen
Vanessa still had her back to us; so, keeping my eyes fixed on
her, I leaned past Gracie and, opening the door, motioned
for her to go ahead.
Gracie slipped past me and out, but as I moved to follow,
Vanessa turned. I froze, terrified she had seen me, but she
was still distracted by Caspar, so, frightened even to breathe,
I backed slowly out and drew the door closed behind me.
It was dark outside, the only light that from the windows.
From somewhere further down the street I could hear voices,
the sound of engines, but they were too far away to tell what
anybody was saying.
I knelt down and touched Gracie’s face. ‘Now,’ I said, ‘I
need you to be a brave girl for me and do exactly as I say.’
Gracie nodded, and I looked over my shoulder toward
the street, trying to think what to do next. If we went out the
back way we ran the risk of being seen by Vanessa or Tim,
but if we went out into the street we might encounter one of
the neighbours, or worse, Quarantine. But if we were quick
we might also be able to make it to the bush at the end of the
street. I knew I was taking a chance but I decided the street
was a better option.
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‘Come on,’ I said, and moving Gracie ahead of me I
hurried toward the front of the house and then stopped
and looked around. At the end of the street, where the bush
began, it was dark over by the park, but there was a couple
of hundred metres between us and that sanctuary. Placing
a hand on Gracie’s shoulder I told her to run for the park.
‘But what about you?’
‘I’ll be right behind you,’ I said, but as I spoke I heard a
noise behind us. I turned in time to see Tim appear around
the corner from the backyard.
I still don’t know what he was doing there. Perhaps he had
heard something or was heading out to see if Quarantine
had arrived. But whatever the reason he stopped dead in his
tracks.
At first he didn’t move. But then his eyes settled on Gracie
behind me and I saw him realise what was going on.
Tim and I had never really gotten along. I suppose I was
at least partly to blame for that; certainly it can’t have been
easy taking a teenage girl you didn’t know into your home.
But although he had always been good to me and Gracie
in his own way I also knew what letting us go could mean
for him, what the penalties for helping the Changed evade
containment were. He could be arrested, imprisoned even; he
could lose his job. He must have known all that as well: I’m
not sure he would have agreed to give Gracie up if he hadn’t.
Which is why what happened next surprised me. Because
instead of chasing after us or calling out, he just let his arms
fall to his side and tightened his mouth into a sort of smile.
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For a long moment I didn’t move. Then I gave him a nod,
and, turning, hustled Gracie out toward the street.

I knew the first thing we had to do was put some distance
between us and the house, so I led Gracie toward the bush at the
end of the street, thinking we could take cover there. Once we
had done that I could try to come up with a plan, perhaps use
my phone to find a way to get north. But at the thought of my
phone I felt a sudden chill and swore at myself for my stupidity.
‘What?’ Gracie asked.
‘Nothing,’ I said, pulling my phone out of my pocket.
‘Is your phone broken?’
‘No,’ I said. I was so used to carrying the thing it hadn’t
occurred to me they’d be able to track it. I stared at it, trying
to think what to do. If I just dropped it here they would know
which way we’d gone, which meant that once Quarantine
arrived and realised Gracie and I were missing, we’d only have
a few minutes before they were after us.
‘Wait here,’ I said.
‘No,’ Gracie said. ‘I want to come with you.’
‘I’ll be right back.’
‘But I’m scared,’ she said, grabbing hold of my T-shirt.
‘I know, I’m scared too. But I have to go back for a minute
and I can’t take you with me.’
‘I want to come.’
As I attempted to disentangle her hand from my T-shirt
I heard sirens in the distance. Gripping her wrist I pulled
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her behind a tree, then knelt down and squeezed her arm.
‘Just stay here,’ I said. ‘Don’t go anywhere. And if anybody
comes, hide. Okay?’
At first she didn’t speak. Then to my relief she nodded,
her face pale and serious.
‘Good girl,’ I said.
I really wasn’t sure whether they could track my phone
while it was off, but the last thing I needed was to leave them
anything that might help them work out which way we’d
gone, so I ran back around behind Tim and Vanessa’s house
toward Lizzie and William’s. But as I reached their back gate
I paused, struck by the thought that if finding the phone
somewhere would give Quarantine a place to start looking,
perhaps I could do one better and leave it somewhere that
would lead them in the wrong direction. Looking up past
William and Lizzie’s I saw the outline of the empty place at
the end of the row. If we had been travelling in the opposite
direction that would have been the last place we passed so,
bending low, I ran toward it and, opening the bin by the
back gate, threw my phone in. Trying to ignore the sound
of approaching sirens I turned to go, only to glimpse lights
approaching across the rooftops.
I froze, too terrified to move. Then, my legs shaking, I
backed away and, crouching low in case somebody happened
to be looking, took off back toward the reserve.
I’d only been gone a few minutes but it took me a moment
or two to find Gracie in the darkness. As I reached the first
trees I called her name quietly, and was relieved when she
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called back. I found her sitting stock-still in the darkness
beneath the tree. It looked like she’d been crying. Probably
I should have tried to comfort her but all I could think of
was getting away so, reaching down, I hoisted her onto my
hip and stumbled away into the bush.
I don’t know how long I ran, all I know is that every time
I thought I couldn’t go any further I would slow down, then
look back and start running again. In the dark the track
down to the creek was difficult to see, the ground under my
feet uneven and treacherous. Carrying Gracie only made it
worse: although she was small for her age she was heavy and
awkward, and every time I slipped or missed my footing the
weight of her would make me stumble.
I was pretty sure Quarantine would have drones
equipped with infra-red, which meant the two of us would
stick out a mile away. And they’d be silent, so for all I knew
they had us already and were simply hanging somewhere
overhead, keeping tabs on us. Every time I looked up I felt
a wave of fear. The stars were bright, huge, a mass of light
stretching across the sky; occasionally something moved
against them, a shooting star or a plane high above, and
each time I felt sick.
Even when we reached the creek, and turned along it until
we came to the drainage ditch, I still couldn’t shake the fear
they were there, above us. But I knew we couldn’t go back,
so I kept going, until finally I saw the shape of the culvert
ahead of us, two circular pools of deeper darkness marking
the entrance to the pipes. Lowering Gracie to the ground I
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bent down and clambered in, then reached out to pull her in
after me. The air was cool and slightly foul, but as I lay back
against the curved wall of the pipe I didn’t care, all I cared
about was that we were safe, at least for the time being.
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The night the Change arrived there was nothing to suggest
the world was about to be transformed forever. I was six, and
I remember my father waking me in the middle of the night
and carrying me outside. In our backyard he knelt down and
pointed upward. From horizon to horizon green traceries
of light filled the sky, flaring and fading like shooting stars.
‘What is it?’ I asked, but my father only shook his head.
‘I don’t know. Some kind of meteor shower, perhaps. Or
a solar storm.’
I was too young to hear the hesitation in his voice, the
suggestion he knew it wasn’t either, but I was old enough to
recognise the look on his face when he put me back to bed
a few hours later.
‘What’s wrong?’ I asked, but he only smiled, brushed my
hair away from my face and told me it was nothing.
But it wasn’t nothing. Later we would realise the lights had

been the seedpods that bore the Change to Earth igniting
and releasing their contents as they hit the upper reaches of
the atmosphere. My father was a scientist, a geneticist with
an interest in divergent biologies, and even that first night he
knew that what was happening in the sky was not normal,
that it had to be caused by something man-made – a weapon,
perhaps – or something even stranger. And so, when we
woke the next morning to find what looked like drifts of
gossamer spiderweb spread across the trees and streets
outside our house he was not delighted but alarmed. To me
they seemed beautiful, magical, and I longed to be able to run
outside, grab handfuls of them as I could see other children
doing. But he locked the door and told me to stay inside, his
voice tight and hard as he called his colleagues in search of
somebody who might understand what was going on.
He wasn’t the only scientist concerned by the arrival of
the spores, but for every scientist suggesting we had to take
their arrival seriously there were a hundred loud-mouthed
conspiracy theorists ranting about alien invasions and nerve
toxins and the coming of the End Times, and their clamour
drowned out the more sober concerns of people like my
father.
And at first it looked like it hardly mattered anyway. For
as that first day wore on, in many parts of the world the
spores shrivelled and died, their glistening filaments blackening and withering. Standing inside I watched through the
window as my father gathered samples, saddened by the sight
of something so beautiful fading before my eyes. Within days
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the world began to forget, the arrival of the spores already
little more than a passing wonder, a weekday marvel.
And then, a few weeks after the spores appeared, there
began to be disturbing reports from the rainforests of
Colombia and Brazil, Asia and Africa. At first these stories
seemed almost fanciful: strange phosphorescent fungi that
clung to the trees like scales, weird black flowers and mosses
that moved. Many were sceptical, even when confronted with
images of the local people holding these wonders.
Before long, though, other reports began to emerge,
stories of animals altered in bizarre ways, of cattle that no
longer slept but circled their paddocks making unsettled,
almost human sounds, as if struggling to speak, of birds
behaving in confusing and inexplicable ways, of fish that
crawled from the water, their fins transformed into limbs,
only to drown gulping in the air. And with them came
other stories, rumours of people altered not just physically
but mentally, of men and women convinced their wives
or husbands or parents or children were no longer themselves, of whole villages transformed into something that
was no longer fully human. And alongside these reports
came other, more frightening stories, of people burning the
forest, trying to destroy these new organisms, of massacres
in villages afflicted by the transformations, of whole towns
found deserted, as if their inhabitants had simply disappeared into the jungle.
Alarmed, governments in Asia and Africa and South
America began to cut off the regions affected, denying
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journalists access even as they scrambled to contain the spread
of something they barely understood. But it was too late. For
almost overnight hundreds of millions of people had begun
to flee north and south, clambering into boats and thronging
roads as they sought to escape whatever it was that was
happening in the equatorial regions. Frightened they would
be infected, or simply overwhelmed by the numbers, governments in the north and south closed their borders, refusing
to accept the refugees, leading to armed conflict and disease,
and later, as borders began to give way, to waves of insurrection and violence. Economies collapsed as whole countries
vanished, becoming little more than lines on maps.
For those like me and my father who lived in places the
infection was yet to reach, it was a confusing and frightening time. I remember the roads filled with cars and trucks
carrying people south from Queensland and the Territory
and countries to the north, the makeshift camps in parks
and school halls, the drifting groups of people who began
to appear in the streets around our house, many speaking
languages I didn’t recognise. To the north the Indonesian Air
Force strafed Australian ships that were attempting to repel
refugees from Indonesia and Timor and Papua. In Brisbane
parts of the city were burned as it was abandoned and the
border sealed; to the north Darwin was bombed. And what
happened here in Australia was only a microcosm of the
disasters unfolding in India and China and Malaysia and
South America and Mexico. Everywhere people were fleeing
and fighting, those that could save themselves struggling
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to survive as they were herded into camps or, in some
places, killed in their thousands out of fear of infection. It
all happened so quickly that it seemed almost unreal, like a
dream or a nightmare. Yet what is stranger is the fact that
when it began nobody really understood what was coming,
or how completely our world would be transformed by the
time it was done.
In the same way, as I lay in the darkness of the culvert
with Gracie beside me, I couldn’t have understood how far
the decision I had just made would take me. But as my ears
adjusted to the quiet, the sound of the trickling water, the
ponk of the frogs, I felt the enormity of what I had just done
sink in. We had almost no money, no access to the net, no
idea how to get to the next suburb without getting caught, let
alone several thousand kilometres north. Worse still I was
now a criminal, liable to be shot or imprisoned without trial.
Next to me Gracie pressed her face to my chest. I wrapped
my arm around her and hugged her tight, blinking back
tears. She was hungry, but the little money I had would only
buy food for a day or two, which meant we needed help.
But who could I ask? Not reporting people infected with the
Change carried severe penalties, so anybody I approached
would be risking imprisonment, or worse, if they helped us.
There was only one person I could think of, and that
was Claire. Her words about my father suggested she might
understand, that she might help. Because if she didn’t,
nobody would.

*
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It was past dawn when Gracie finally stirred. Usually when
she woke she stretched and twisted herself into consciousness; today she seemed to move from slumber to wakefulness
without transition, her eyes opening and fixing on me briefly
before she turned and sat up. She seemed different somehow,
more contained, almost suspicious; ordinarily that wouldn’t
have worried me, but today it frightened me.
‘Hi, Gracie,’ I said, but she didn’t answer, just pursed her
lips and looked at me.
‘Did you sleep okay?’
Again she didn’t answer, so I smiled, my voice taking on
a cheerfulness I didn’t feel.
‘Were you cold?’
At this she nodded, rubbing her arms a few times. ‘A bit.
Where are we?’
‘Somewhere safe.’
‘It smells.’
I laughed. ‘I know.’
She nodded again, looking at the grey light outside. ‘Can
we go out yet?’
‘Soon.’
‘And then? Where will we go then?’
As she spoke Gracie looked at me, her eyes dark and
direct. I hesitated.
‘I’m not sure,’ I said. ‘But wherever we go I’ll look after
you. Okay?’
Gracie stared at me. I could see the shimmer on her skin.
‘Okay,’ she said at last.
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I pulled her close, burying my face in her hair, the smell
of her reassuringly familiar. For a few seconds I felt it all
come welling up again, although this time it was sadness
rather than fear.
Composing myself, I released her. ‘Wait here,’ I said,
sliding toward the entry to the culvert. Craning my neck I
scanned the sky as carefully as I could, looking for some sign
of a helicopter or a drone. I knew there was no guarantee I’d
be able to see a drone if one was there, but I also knew that if
I kept looking there was at least a chance I’d see one before
it spotted us.
‘Come on,’ I said at last, stepping out into the creek bed
and unfolding myself. My back and legs were stiff from lying
in the culvert and I felt light-headed with tiredness. As Gracie
emerged I watched her, anxious for any sign of sickness or
strangeness, but although she seemed a little distracted and
weak, she looked all right.
‘Where are we?’ she asked.
I looked around. With the trees and scrub around us it
was difficult to see much.
‘We’re by the creek, where we were yesterday. If we keep
going we’ll get to the road.’
I knew that once we were on the road we ran the risk of
being spotted by Quarantine or somebody else out looking
for us, but I also knew we couldn’t risk staying here a second
longer than we had to.
‘I’m thirsty,’ Gracie said.
I took my water bottle from the backpack. ‘Here,’ I said,
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tilting it so she could see the two or three centimetres of
water left at the bottom. ‘This is all we’ve got.’
Gracie took a sip, then handed the bottle back to me.
I smiled and waved it away. ‘You drink it.’ Gracie looked
at me then finished the water in two sips. I took the bottle
from her and slipped it back into my backpack.
It took about half an hour before the creek widened out
and we reached the first houses. As we walked I felt my
doubts about my plan begin to grow. It had been several
months since I had seen Claire, and I had no way of knowing
whether she would help us. But I also knew we had no other
choice: Quarantine were already looking for us and I couldn’t
afford to let them catch either of us, so I tried to push down
my doubts and keep moving.
As the ground grew higher Gracie began to fall behind.
‘I’m tired,’ she said when I pulled on her arm to hurry
her up.
‘I know,’ I said. ‘But we’ve got to keep going.’
‘How far?’
I looked down the street. ‘I don’t know. Hopefully not
too far.’
I tried to think through the various options as we
approached the main road. Quarantine would be looking
for us, but unless we ran into Quarantine agents or somebody who knew us who might let them know where we were,
we were probably safe for the time being. More of a worry
was the possibility of being stopped at a screening barrier
or caught in a random sweep. Again that wasn’t likely to
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happen if we avoided the roads and stayed away from areas
where people congregated. But it was ten or fifteen kilometres
into the city, and not only was I unsure Gracie could make it
that far on foot, I was almost certain there were Quarantine
agents out looking for us. But catching the bus or the train
meant using my transport card, and there was a good chance
Quarantine were tracking it.
Eventually I decided the only real option was to take a
chance on the train, since if we were careful we could slip
past the barriers without using my card. Thankfully the
station wasn’t too far away and we could make our way there
through back streets.
The power shortages and breakdowns meant the trains
were unreliable at best, but that day they seemed to be
running. Outside the station a group of four or five kids
were throwing stones at a sign while others bumped their
skateboards up and down off the gutter; as we approached,
two of them broke away and came toward us. They were a
couple of years younger than me, but they had the underfed,
twitchy look of ferals, kids without parents who lived on
the streets and in squats and abandoned houses. Careful to
keep my eyes straight ahead I kept walking, avoiding their
gaze, but out of the corner of my eye I could see their path
bending toward mine.
‘Hey,’ said the taller of the two as they drew level with me.
‘Where are you going?’
I placed a hand on Gracie’s chest and drew her in front of
me. ‘What’s it matter to you?’
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The smaller one grinned. Her black hair had been shaved
on one side, exposing a long scar in the pale skin above her
ear. ‘I dunno. Just curious, I suppose.’ As she spoke she took
a step forward, blocking our access to the platform gate.
‘Catching a train,’ I said. Across the car park I could see
the others had begun to move toward us as well.
‘What’s in your bag?’ the taller one demanded, making
a grab for it.
I jerked away from her but I wasn’t quick enough.
‘Nothing,’ I said, but as I spoke she yanked my rucksack so
it slid down my arm and caught on my wrist.
Behind me I could hear the train arriving; I knew that if
we didn’t make it on board we were going to be robbed or
worse. Twisting my hand around the strap of my rucksack I
wrenched it back toward me, but the girl’s grip was too tight.
‘What are you hiding in there?’ she said as I fought to hold
on, aware of the others drawing nearer.
On the other side the smaller one made a grab for Gracie,
who pulled back against me with a small cry.
‘Leave her alone!’ I said, but the smaller one just laughed,
her hand fastened on the neck of Gracie’s dress.
‘Are you going to make me?’
Over the fence the train came to a halt with a screech, and
the doors hissed open. Still struggling with her captor Gracie
twisted sideways, her dress riding up to reveal the marks of
the Change. Terrified they might notice and raise the alarm
I gave my bag a final, savage wrench and my assailant lost
her grip on it. Taking advantage of her surprise I grabbed the
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back of Gracie’s dress and swung the bag at the smaller one,
who dodged to miss the blow, releasing her hold on Gracie.
‘Go!’ I said, pushing Gracie toward the train, and the two
of us bolted through the open doors and into the carriage.
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